Abstract-With internet boom, since more and more people share resource with each other through internet platform, peer-to-peer has become very popular in recent years. In the P2P environment, all nodes share resource with identities as anonymous users, and don't need to account file content they upload, as a result, some node does some malicious work through this leak, and reduce the service quality of internet, which makes security issue on internet very important. In this paper, we design "The Trust Model of Multiple Factors" to calculates the trust value of nodes with multiple factors, and node will choose its own provider through this. Many malicious behaviors may be avoided by this model, and we expected this model to increasedownload success rate and moreover, it may decrease the number of malicious behaviors on internet.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, in order to solve P2P problem about network security, many scholars have been on the trust-model issues [1] - [9] to explore. Recent researches for trust model based on the reputation; such as EigenTrust [1] and CuboidTrust [2] decrease the number of downloads of inauthentic files. PeerTrust [3] and Reputation-based Trust [4] solve this kind of collusion. PowerTrust [5] is resilience to nodes abuse by global reputation evaluation.
In addition to above-mentioned reputation model, Zuoet al. proposed a novel multi-level trust model to improve the security of P2P network [6] . It avoids collusion, traitor and free-rider attack. And Li et al.propose a multi-dimensional trust evaluation model for large-scale P2P computing to avoid collusion like [7] . Now, artificial intelligence technology has been applied to the trust-model, e.g. fuzzy theory [8] and Bayesian network (also called belief network or directed acyclic graphical model) [9] .
In this paper, we propose "The Trust Model of Multiple Factors" calculating the trust value of nodes with multiple factors. Let every single node choose its own provider. Many malicious behaviors are avoided by this model, and we expect this model to increase the download success rate, moreover, it may decrease number of malicious behaviors on internet.
II. RELATED WORKS
In order to solve the network security problem, some P2P trust models have been proposed. In EigenTrust [1] , which to assign a unique global trust value, based on Power iteration. Chen et al. proposed CuboidTrust [2] , which create a more general reputation-based trust model with three factors including contribution, trustworthiness and quality of resource. Li et al. proposed PeerTrust [3] , which defines three parameters and two factors to calculate the trust value of node, namely, feedback, the total number of transactions, credibility of feedback, transactions context and community context. Zhou et al. proposed PowerTrust [5] , to leverage the power-law feedback characteristics. The nodes are dynamically selected by a distributed ranking mechanism. By using look-ahead random walk strategy, the aggregation speed and the accuracy of global reputation to would be improved significantly.
III. THE TRUST MODEL OF MULTIPLE FACTORS
In the P2P environment, every node acts as a file's provider and also as a receiver. All nodes share resources with identity as anonymous user, some node may do malicious act during providing file. So the network security issue becomes important.
In order to overcome the network security problems, we propose "The trust model of multiple factors for peer-to-peer networks, called MFTM",it calculates trust value of the nodes through multiple factors. We set weights to different factors by various aspects of server, calculating the trust value of each provider,then let the every receiver choose theirown providers. Many malicious behaviors then will be avoided by this model, and we expect the model to increasedownload success rate and moreover, it may decrease the probabilities of malicious attacks. with the highest trust value. After transaction finish, node D sends the historical evaluation and the feedback to the server, and the trust value of node B is modified with multiple factors based on transaction behavior, finally, the trust value is stored in the server.
A. Basic Architecture

B. Formal Function of the Factors
We propose MFTM, which calculates trust value of nodes with multiple factors, including the historical factor, the feedback factor, the contribution factor, the risk factor and the punishment factor. This section we introduce these factors. In table 1, indicates the meaning of each factor. 
1) History factor
History factor reflects to node's long-term behavior. The node estimates its nature by previous transaction. In the server there is the history list which records ID of the provider node, ID of the request node, file name, download time, trust value of request node and whether to recommendation.
In the P2P environment, each node chooses provider node through the third party's opinion, especially the provider node that untouched. Therefore, it ensures the quality of the transaction, so we will be recommend as the historical evaluation. The node may change its behavior anytime, so we consider the weight of time in our trust model, therefore the information that newly obtains higher weight. 
As an example, the filea in the environment that node A uploaded, and node B, C and D downloaded it at the different time. Assuming that is 11/10, download time is 11/1, 11/5 and 11/9, is 0.5, 0. 6 (1), wecalculate that thevalue of historical factor of node A is 0.28.
2) Feedback factor
Feedback factor used to estimate the satisfaction of transaction. Request node sends feedback value to the provider when finishing transaction. In the server there is the feedback list that records ID of the provider node, ID of the request node, file name, download time, trust value of request node and the value of feedback.
After the transaction finish, the request node sent the value of feedback to the server, and the trust value of node B is modified with feedback factor based on transaction behavior, finally, the trust value is stored in the server. 
where is the feedback value of j th transaction,(1 represent the file is correct and the quality of the file is good, 0.75 represent the file is correct but the quality of the file is bad, 0.25 represent the file is not correct but non-destructive, 0 represent the file is not correct and destructive.) In the environment, some nodes provide the correct value of feedback based on transaction acts. Some nodes deliberately provide error value of feedback that to lead tocalculate the trust value is wrong.In this paper, when calculating the trust value, we add the punishment mechanism that decreases the error value of feedback.If receive the quantity of feedback in the same file over our set threshold value, request node's the value of feedback should to compare with the feedback value of other nodes.The situations of comparison are as follow:
 Majority of nodes sends value of feedback to the node that upload the file, that the value of feedback is 1 or 0.75. If the value of feedback of the request node is 1 or 0.75, we using Eq. (4) to calculated the value of feedback, else starting the punishment mechanism which in 3.2.3 of the article.And vice versa. As an example, file a, and file b in the environment that node A uploaded, and node B, C and D downloaded the file a at the different time. Assuming that is 0.5, 0.6 and 0.2. The value of feedback is 1 that node B and C is given. Node D was send the value of feedback is 0.75, then using Eq. (4)to calculated the sum of feedback of the file a, we obtain = ( 0.5 + 0.6 + 0.15 ) / 1.3= 0.962. Node B and E downloaded the file b, assuming the value of feedback are 1, is 0.4,using Eq. (4), we obtain the = (0.5 + 0.6) / 0.9 =1. Final, the value of feedback factor of node A is 0.981.
Corresponding to the above, if node D was sent the feedback value is 0, that the punishment mechanism is activated, and calculating the value of feedback factor to exclude node D's feedback value.As a result, the is1, the is1 and the value of feedback factor of node A is 1.
3) Punishmentfactor
Punishment factor used to punish the node which sent error value of feedback. It protects against node collusion, slander etc. In the server there is the punishment list that records ID of the provider node, ID of the request node, value of punishment and percentage of punishment. The conditions of punishment are as follows: Parameter ′ ′ represent majority of nodes send value of feedback to the node that upload the file.
 When f ′ is 1,the trust value of request node has to decrease 15% if feedback value is 0.25, andthe trust value of request node has to decrease 20% if feedback value is 0.
 When f ′ is 0.75,the trust value of request node has to decrease 10% if feedback value is 0.25, and the trust value of request node has to decrease 15% if feedback value is 0.  When f ′ is 0.25, the trust value of request node has to decrease 10% if feedback value is 0.75, and the trust value of request node has to decrease 15% if feedback value is 1.  When f ′ is 0, the trust value of request node has to decrease 15% if feedback value is 0.75, andthe trust value of request node has to decrease 20% if feedback value is 1. Definition 5.The value of punishment factor defined as the following equation:
4) Contribution factor
The P2P environment is composed by different nodes that can share resources.When there are more and more nodes provide resources in the environment that can share more resources.Contribution factor reflects the contribution of nodes in the P2P environment.In the server there is the contribution list that records ID of the provider node, file name and size of file.Simultaneously, we consider the correctness of file uploaded, rather than raise the trust value by small transaction.In this paper, the file size is divided to five ranges, which Sr1, Sr2, Sr3, Sr4 and Sr5, and the different ranges has difference contribution value.
Definition 6.The value of contribution factor defined as the following equation:
0 < 1 ≤ 100 100 < 2 ≤ 300 300 < 3 ≤ 500 500 < 4 ≤ 1024 1024 < 5 (6) As an example, file a and b in the environment that node A has uploaded. Assuming that file a's and b's feedback value is 1, and file size is 150 MB , 7.184 MB , using Eq. (6), we obtain the C = (0.4 * 1 + 0.2 * 1) / 2 = 0.3.
5) Risk factor
Risk factor used to estimate the risk of transaction.In the server there is the risk list that records ID of the provider node, the total number of transactions of provider node, the total number of successful transactions of provider node.
Definition 7.The value of riskfactor defined as the following equation:
C. Formal Function of Trust Value
In this paper, it calculates the trust value of nodes with multiple factors. We set weights to different factors by various aspects of the server, calculating the trust value of each provider, letting the request node chooses the provider they want for raising the quality of service and success ratio on transaction.
Definition 8.The trust value of nodedefined as the following equation: (8) where is trust value of node, , i=1, 2, 3 and 4, which representing weightof history factor, weightof feedback factor, weightof contribution factor and weightof risk factor.
It calculates trust value of provider node again while finishing each transaction, when punishment value of request node is changed, that calculating trust value of request node again, and the punishment value become zero.
Assuming that value of history factor of node A is 0.28, value of feedback factor of node A is 1, value of contribution factor of node A is 0.3, value of risk factor of node A is 1, value of punishment factor is 0 and weight of these factor is the same, we can get the trust value of node
